
 

 

tibbr Partner Quotes 

 

“Teamly’s new integration enables task and project management inside tibbr,” said Scott Allison, Teamly 

CEO. “On tibbr, employees collaborate and solve problems; it’s now possible to turn those discussions 

into a task or project, from inside the social stream.”  

“Wazoku’s Idea Spotlight helps organizations to capture, discuss and develop the best ideas,” said 

Wazoku founder and MD Simon Hill. “Now that Idea Spotlight is fully available within tibbr, its users can 

easily run integrated idea challenges and ensure all ideas are discovered, filtered and prioritized.” 

“ManyWorlds’ Synxi apps deliver the power of machine learning-based discovery to tibbr users,” said 

Steven Flinn, ManyWorlds CEO. “Synxi extends tibbr users’ ability to automatically receive the most 

personally relevant knowledge and expertise while using tibbr, right when needed, and even delivered 

from other sources such as Microsoft SharePoint.” 

“Kollaborate.io lets you meet real time in HD video and voice while collaborating realtime on over 40 file 

types,” says Cathrine Andersen, Kollaborate.io CMO. “It’s extremely powerful for working together over 

distance and now available directly within tibbr.” 

“OPINATOR enables your constituents to provide feedback in a natural way whenever and wherever 

they want,” said Antonio Rodriguez, CEO of OPINATOR. “The tibbr collaboration platform makes 

OPINATOR within tibbr even more valuable for internal as well as customer interactions.” 

“Organimi helps you know who's who and what they do via dynamic, role-based organizational charts,” 

said Eric Apps, Co-Founder of Organimi. “Now with Organimi integrated into tibbr, tibbr users can easily 

take advantage of these org charts to further drive productivity and collaboration.” 

“Hexigo’s decision management system helps teams make clear decisions and then track progress of 

those decisions,” said James Cattermole, Hexigo CEO. “Combining the decision-making power of Hexigo 

with the collaboration capability of tibbr ensures all team members understand when and why a 

decision is made.” 

“AgreeDo helps you prepare meeting agendas, write useful meeting minutes and track the results of 

meetings,” said Robert Siebeck, AgreeDo CTO. “The new AgreeDo app in the tibbr Marketplace lets you 

do all this easily from within tibbr.” 

 


